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Inspire change through
compelling stories
Storytelling for Business will teach you all the skills you need to create
and deliver compelling narratives that drive action. Master storytellers
in the field will teach you diverse techniques, helping you structure
your presentations, pitches and conversations to make them more
engaging, memorable and ultimately, more impactful, to bring
people together.
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Meet the storytellers
Across our courses we work with some of the most
renowned, expert coaches in the industry, to help bring
their Design Thinking expertise directly to you.

Joe Ferry

Susana Osorió

David Kester

Joe Ferry is an award-winning
creative leader who challenges
industry conventions to make a
difference. During his 15 years at
Virgin Atlantic, he redefined the
brand to focus on customer
experience. Joe has extensive
experience working with brands
within the airline, hospitality and
luxury industries and is a visiting
tutor for the Royal College of Art’s
MA course in service design.

A Design Thinker, designer and
facilitator, Susana Osorio has been
guiding teams to develop new
solutions across a variety of
industries and geographies,
from commodity to luxury goods,
for clients like Conrad Hilton Hotels
and Fung Group.

David Kester leads and advises on
complex innovation projects for
government and industry, pioneering
new ways to turn social and business
challenges into innovation and
enterprise. Formerly chief executive
of both the Design Council and
D&AD, David is an honorary professor
at Warwick Business School and
the founder of Design Thinkers
Academy London.

LEARNING
DESIGNER
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HEAD OF DESIGN,
FACILITATOR

Her experience working with
both start-ups and corporates
paired with her research studies
in Entrepreneurship & Innovation
at TUM, have shaped her unique
approach, integrating the best
practices of design and start-up
worlds to help corporates innovate.

CO-FOUNDER DESIGN THINKERS
ACADEMY LONDON

Discover the program
This live interactive in-person storytellers’ clinic takes place at our London Studio in an
engaging 1-day practical workshop. We’ve gathered diverse experts from the world of business
and design who have successfully used storytelling to drive change to share their expertise.
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Module 1
What makes a good story

You’ll look at how and when storytelling is
used in organisations, and by entrepreneurs,
to excite and incite progress. Learn how to
break down what you’re trying to achieve
and who you need to get onboard to get your
job done. You’ll explore your audience and
understand what motivates them.
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Module 2
Crafting a compelling narrative

Having defined your story brief, you’ll build
it into a compelling narrative. Learn how to
use diverse narrative-building tools and how
to select the appropriate ones for your story’s
purpose and audience. You’ll then plot out
building blocks into a narrative.
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Module 3
Pitch perfect delivery

Focusing on the story delivery, you’ll learn
how to land your message in your own voice
to make maximum impact. We’ll teach you
how to use questions to engage the audience,
maintaining control through the pitch.
Finally, we’ll explore how your delivery can
adapt for online settings, in-person pitches,
and for large meetings or events.

Who is it for?
Storytelling is a critical
skill for communicating
new ideas and motivating
others to action. This course
is perfect therefore for
people in mid to senior roles
that are driving their own
projects, such as project
managers who need to gain
support from stakeholders
to drive change. It’s also
perfect for entrepreneurs
or intrapreneurs with a
project that needs funding or
resources. Specialists such as
CSR or sustainability leads
will benefit from learning how
to bring their vision to life in
ways that will inspire others in
their organisation.
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“Great opportunity to
develop skills and learn
from expert speakers
who had some amazing
insights and lessons
learned.”
Diana, Lead Architect, HS2

“A very intensive learning
experience with masses
of content that will
challenge people’s
familiar and stale working
practices.”
Andrew, Creative Leads

“The course was excellent
and massively exceeded
my expectations – I’ve
learned so much. Would
highly recommend.”
Senior Design Consultant

The details
About the Design
Thinkers Academy
Our mission is to help our
clients become the best
innovators they can be, creating
great products, services and
experiences. Our vision is to
create Responsible Revolutions.
These are the ways we innovate
together to meet the needs of
business, people and the planet.
It’s  how we change the world
around us for the better.
We are the Design Thinkers
Academy London, a training
organisation for business,
specialising in collaborative
innovation. We use the
systematic methodology
of Design Thinking, with a
structured and evidenced
approach to learning. We
provide time and space for
teams and individuals to be
inspired and challenged, to
learn-by-doing and finally, to
strengthen their ability for
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creative problem solving.
We organise live courses, online
courses, events, lectures and
personal coaching programs.
We are the training arm of
design consultancy DK&A and
part of the Design Thinkers
Academy network, founded in
Amsterdam in 2011.
We have trained thousands
in Design Thinking with a
99% recommendation rate for
our courses.

Storytelling for business
Want to know more about
how storytelling could help
your business?
Check out this recent event
we held with individuals from
the world of engineering,
architecture, advertising and
filmmaking as they share how
good storytelling has won them
contracts, arguments, awards
and prizes.

Alumni group
As part of going on a course you
will also have the opportunity
to join our DTA Alumni Group.
Here we share exclusive offers
and content for you to engage in
after the course has finished.

Duration & location
Length: 1 day
Hours: 09.00–18.00 BST
Location: The Factory, London,
SW18 5JS
Number of spaces available: 18

Price
Early bird price – for 5 first
bookings: £600 (+VAT
if applicable)
Regular price: £750 (+VAT
if applicable)

Some of the companies
who have attended our
courses

Want to know more?
Call our Customer Relationship
Coordinator, Shanna Bent, at:
+44 (0)7552 730 231 or email
info@designthinkersacademy.co.uk
Book directly online here.

